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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Norton | Murder, Magic, and the First Police Chief of Paris |
Appointed to conquer the crime capital of the world, the first Paris police chief faces an epidemic of
murder. | In the late 1600s, Louis XIV assigns Nicolas de la Reynie to bring order to the city of Paris
after the brutal deaths of two magistrates. Reynie, pragmatic yet fearless, tackles the dirty and
terrifying streets only to discover a tightly knit network of witches, poisoners and priests whose
reach extends all the way to Versailles. As the chief investigates a growing number of deaths at
court, he learns that no one is safe from their deadly love potions and inheritance stews - not even
the Sun King himself. Based on court transcripts and Reynies compulsive note-taking, Holly
Tuckers riveting true crime narrative makes the characters breathe on the page as she follows the
police chief into the dark labyrinths of crime-ridden Paris, the glorious halls of royal palaces, secret
courtrooms and torture chambers in a tale of deception and murder that reads like fiction. |
Format: Hardback | Language/Sprache: english | 639 gr | 243x162x36 mm | 336 pp.
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ReviewsReviews

An incredibly awesome ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It can be loaded with knowledge and wisdom You may like how the article writer compose
this ebook.
-- Mr. Chadd Bashirian V-- Mr. Chadd Bashirian V

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e publication. I found out this book from
my dad and i encouraged this pdf to understand.
-- Georgianna Gerlach-- Georgianna Gerlach
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